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Introduction: Breath of the wild is my all time favourite game 

to play seeing as I,ve recorded up to 445 hours of gameplay you 

can pretty much tell I love this game ;) 

 

From the story to the gameplay not to mention exploring the 

vast world breath of the wild is definitely a gaming journey to 

remember. It was developed and published by Nintendo and 

released on march 3rd 2017 it make a massive success 

worldwide and got the game award for game of the year.  

 

This review will cover story, gameplay, characters, and my 

verdict on the game so join me my friends as we embark on a 

journey though the legend of zelda breath of the wild.  

 

story: we begin our journey in the kingdom of Hyrule a stunning 

world filled with vast grasslands, scorching hot deserts, 



freezing snowy mountains, lush jungles, sandy beaches a volcano 

mountain and an aquatic city.  

 

100 years ago the kingdom was attacked by an entity known as 

calamity ganon the history of the royal family of Hyrule is also 

the history of calamity ganon that stretches back 10,000 years 

a highly advanced civilisation known as the Sheikah created a 

legion of guardians that were tasked to defend Hyrule as well as 

the four divine beasts vah Ruta, vah naboris, vah medoh and vah 

rudania who were piloted by four unique champions from each 

region of the kingdom as well the hylian with the sword that 

seals the darkness and the princess with the blood of a goddess 

they were ready to seal away calamity ganon but this was not 

the case 100 years ago. Every time ganon was defeated he 

reincarnated himself to avoid death but 100 years he had given 

up and assumed this primal form calamity ganon he appeared 

from deep beneath Hyrule castle and unleashed a massive blast 

of dark energy taking control of the guardians and divine beasts 

leading to the event known as the calamity.  

 



You play as Link who awakens from a 100 sleep in a chamber 

called the shrine of resurrection after taking a tablet known as 

the Sheikah slate and exiting the cave you find yourself looking 

over the beautiful land of Hyrule and encounter an old man who 

turns out the be the king of Hyrule from 100 years ago he 

recalls you of the events that took place because after link 

wakes up he has no recollection of his memories but you find out 

the princess zelda is still alive and is trapped inside Hyrule 

castle stopping calamity ganon from breaking free to lay waste 

to the rest of hyrule. The king also informs you that he still has 

control over the guardians and divine beasts so you set out to 

recover your memories, take back control of the divine beasts, 

save princess zelda, destroy calamity ganon and restore peace 

to Hyrule.  

 

gameplay: after you complete the tutorial the whole kingdom of 

hyrule is open for you to explore and that,s the fun part of 

breath of the wild you can choose where to go and what you 

want to do you can clear enemy camps and take their weapons, 

hunt for food, create potions with monster parts and insects, 

tame a horse, activate sheikah towers to show a chunk of the 

map the possibilities are endless but the main thing to focus on 

is increasing your power to face ganon. Around Hyrule you can 

find shrines which are mini dungeons that grants you spirit orbs 

so you can increase your hearts or stamina wheel.  

 

Link can climb any surface expect for ceilings so you can scale 

high mountains if you have enough stamina using your sheikah 

slate is very helpful while exploring you have the remote bombs 

which are helpful in combat, magnesis which helps you lift metal 



objects, stasis which can freeze objects and enemies so you can 

hit them to build up kinetic energy and send them flying, cryonis 

which can erect ice pillers from bodies of water so you can 

traverse across big rivers and fast moving streams and the 

camera which allows you to take pictures which you can store 

into the hyrule compendium a huge checklist of items such as 

weapons, enemies, treasure, materials and animals.  

 

characters:  

 

Link:  

species: hylian/human  

Link is the hero of Hyrule and has saved the kingdom countless 

times from evil he never backs down and faces every challenge 

with great courage and determination Link doesn't talk but 

everyone understands his emotions through his body language 

and facial expressions he is also princess Zelda,s appointed 

knight.  

 

princess Zelda:  

species: Hylian/human  

Zelda is the princess of Hyrule and takes everything in her 

stride her main duty is to awaken her sealing power that can 

destroy calamity ganon but she is more fascinated with the 

guardians and divine beasts this causes her to have a strained 

relationship with her father because of it and she resented Link 

as her appointed knight but eventually put her life on the line to 

save him Zelda hopes to take after her late mother and become 

a great ruler of Hyrule.  

 



Verdict: this game is absolutely amazing and I give it 10/10 

 


